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Abstract

We present a correctness proof of a graph-directed variational geometric
constraint solver. First, we prove that the graph reduction that establishes
the sequence in which to apply the construction steps defines a terminat
ing confluent reduction system, in the case of well-constrained graphs. For
overconstrained problems there may not be a unique normal form. Under
constrained problems, on the other hand, do have a unique normal form.

Second, we prove that all geometric solutions found using simple root
selection rules must place certain triples of elements in the same topolog
ical order, no matter which graph reduction sequence they are based on.
Moreover, we prove that this implies that the geometric solutions derived
by different reduction sequences must be congruent. Again, this result does
not apply to overcollstrained problems.
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1 Introduction

Geometric constraint solving has broad applications in a wide range of sub
jects, including in manufacturing where it arises in particular in the context
of engineering drawings and CAD design interfaces. Constraints imposed on
engineering drawings are intended to define a precise configuration of geometric
elements in the plane. The importance and role of powerful, interactive COIl

straint solvers in the new generation of CAD systems has been discussed in
[1,2,3], and in the other papers collected in this issue.

In [2, IJ, we have described a variational constraint solver that is based on an
elegant graph reduction strategy. The solver handles geometr"lc configurations
composed from points, lines, circles with prescribed radll, arcs, segments, and
rays. The constraints that can be imposed on those objects include distance,
angle, tangency, incidence, concentricity, perpendicularity and parallelism.

The solver has been integrated into a CAD system presently under develop
ment that is based on an Erep, a high-level, editable design representation [5J.
This CAD system addresses the problems described in [4).

As described in [2], the variational constraint problem described ])efore can
be reduced to the following problem:

Given a set V of n points and lines and a set E ~ V X V that
represents the existence of a constraint between a pair of geomet
ric elements, find a sequence for placing the elemenls using a fixed
repertoire of construction steps and such that the given constraints
are satisfied_

Here, a constraint may be a distance between a point and a line, possibly zero; an
angle between two lines, possibly zero; a nonzero distance between two points.
We call the ordered pair G = (V, E) the constraint gmph of the geometric
problem.

The constraint graph is an undirected gra])h whose nodes represent the ge
ometries and whose edges represent the constraints. The edges are labeled with
the type and value of the constraint (distance or angle). Note that ead geo
metric element of the constraint problem has two degrees of freedom, and that
each constraint can be translated into a single algebraic equation which is linear
or quadratic.

In this paper, we are concerned with proving the correctness of the algorithm
described in [IJ. This is done in two parts. First, we establish that the construc
tion sequence determination can be conceptualized as a confluent, terminating
reduction system. Second, we establish that the geometric solutions associated
with different reduction sequences must be the same in a topological sense. We
show that this topological equality implies congruence of the solutions.

This two-step proof of correctness mirrors two conceptual phases of the al
gorithm:
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1. A constraint graph is analyzed by a reduction process that produces a
sequence in which geometric elements must be constructed.

2. The actual construction of the geometric elements is carried out, in the
order determined before, by solving certain standard sets of algebraic equa
tions.

The sequence determined in Phase 1 does not account for specific dimension
values of the sketch. Moreover, more than one sequence will solve the same
sketch in general. Confluence of Phase 1 means, therefore, that at the end of
Phase I the same set of geometric elements has l)een accounted for, no matter
which reduction sequence has been chosen_

In Phase 2, some construction steps must choose from among different pos
sible ways to position the next geometric element. Here we show that no matter
which sequence has been computed in Phase 1, Phase 2 must construct the same
geometric solution. That is, if a geometric element is placed, no matter where
it occurs in the construction sequence, it will be placed based on the same local
information. Moreover, this consistency of placement implies congruence of the
fmal solu tion.

For a thorough literature review see, e.g., [2, 1]. In the next section we
recall the essential parts of the algorithm and defme when a constraint graph
is structurally well-, under-, or overconstrained. Then we prove the correctness
of the algorithm excepting line-parallelism constraints. Finally, we explain how
parallel constraints affect the details of the correctness proof.

2 The Basic Algorithm and Terminology

As explained in [1], the constraint solving algorithm first decomposes the con
straint graph into clusters, where a cluster can be constructed by a sequential
method placing all geometric elements using very simple construction steps.
This decomposition is not unique. For the purposes of proving correctness it
is simplest to decompose the graph into a maximum number of clusters, each
cluster consisting of exactly two geometric elements between which there exists
a constraint. Geometrically, such a cluster corresponds to a pair of geometric
elements whose position and orientation relative to each other is known. Thus,
a cluster is considered a rigid body with three degrees of freedolll.§

Three clusters can be combined into a single cluster if they pairwise share a
single geometric element. Geometrically, the combination corresponds to placing
the associated geometric objects with respect to each other so that the given
constraints can be satisfied.

§Two parallel lines when considered a duster do not fit this descripLion. Therefore, we
exclude them from consideration in this and the next section.
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Intuitively, tms approach differs from Todd's [10] in that Todd constructs the
geometric elements in a sequence where the next element is placed with respect
to two elements already placed. By placing three rigid bodies with resped to
each other, our method can cOJle w1th circularly constrained configurations. In
a sense, our method is a recursive extension of Todd's. Note also tllat our
algorithm has many similarities with Owen's [8]. In particular, Owen proceeds
tOJl-down, first studying the interaction between graph components, and then
analyzes the components themselves. In contrast, we build dusters hottom-UI)
amI coalesce them on the fly.

2.1 Algebraic Equations for Distances and Angles

We denote the Euclidean distance norm of a vedor n = (n""n y) with IInll =

In; +n~. Let Pt and P2 be two points and It(nt,Tt) and /2(n2,T2) be two

lines, where nt, n2 are the normal vectors (lindl = lI1tzll = 1), and TI, 1"2 are
the signed distances of the lines from the origin. We explain the meaning of the
constraints.

A distance d, d ~ 0 between two points PI and P2 means simply

111'1 - 1',11 = d

and has in general two solutions. A signed distance d (dE~), hetween a point PI
and a line /1 means

PI . nt = TI + d

(There is in general only one solution.) A signed angle a between two oriented
lines it = (nt,dI ) and l2 = (n2,d2) means:

n2 = (n", cos a - ny sin a, 1tycos Q + 1tx sin 0')

where nI = (n""ny).

2.2 Construction Steps

The construction has two phases, cluster creation and cluster merging. During
cluster creation, we place two geometric elements that have a constraint between
them with respect to each other. The construction is obvious, since it is a direct
interpretation of the equations for distances and angles. Note that the sign of
the distances and angles is specified based on what the lIser has sketched.

In the cluster merging phase we repeat the following: three clusters with
three pairwise COUlmon geometries are merged into a single cluster. This means
in particular that we will place the three common geometries, having pairwise
predetermined relative positions between them. Having positioned the shared
geometries, we translate and rotate the three clusters so that the three geome
tries are in the required location.
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We describe now the relative placement of the three shared geometric ele
ments.

Three points

Assume that the shared geometries are three points A, B, and C, with the
respective distances a, b, c > O. We place B at the origin and C at (a, 0).11

~_I--~A

•

•
C("O}

,

Figure 1: Placing three points

For finding the third point A we intersect two circles as illustrated in Fig
ure 1, one circle centered at B with radius c, the other centered at C with
radius b. The two circles can be disjoint (no solution), tangent (one solution)
or intersecting in two points (two distinct solutions).

Algebraically, to find the point A(x, y) we solve the system

X 2 +y2 c2

(x-a)'+y' b'

or, equivalently,
c2 + a2 _ b2

x
2a

y2 cZ _ x2

With a, b, c nonnegative, we distinguish three cases:

(i) a +b < c or b+ c < a or a + c < b. The circles are disjoint; there are no
real solutions.

(n) a +b = c or b+ c = a or a + c = b. The circles are tangent; there is one
solution, x = ±c,y = 0

11 We could have placed C at (-a,O). This is equivaleuL up to rigid motion.
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(iii) Ic - al < b < c + a. The circles intersect in two distind points; the two
solutions are

c2 + a2 _ b2
ve2 _ x2x y

2a
c2 + a2 _ b2

-if 2 2X Y = - e - x
2a

where the first solution corresponds to a counterclockwise arrangement
of the three points (A, B, C) and the second solution corresponds to a
clockwise arrangement of the three points (A, B, C).

Two Lines and One Point

Let 11 = (nl,Tl) and 12 = (n2,T2) 1)e two lines that intersect in the prescribed
angle o. Also let P = (x, y) l)e a point with prescribed signed distances d1 and
d2 from lines 11 and 12 respectively. We place II on the x-axis; i.e., 11 = ((0,1),0)
and the point P at (0, d1 ) as shown in Figure 2. Then we have for 12

.....
.'...•..

•........~...././
.....

-.:' PIO~;;ij- -------- ------------------

.,........ II

,

Figure 2: PlacinF; two lines and one ])oint

n2 = (-sin 0, coso)

T2 d1 coso - d2

This gives a unique solution for 12 ,

Two Points and One Line

Let PI and P2 be two points, and let I be a line. The distance between PI and
P2 be d > 0, and the distance between I and the points PI, P2 be dl and d2,
respectively.
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We place l on the x-axis; i.e., l = ((0,1),0), and we place the point PIon
(0, dl ), as illustrated in Figure 3. To find P2 = (x, y) we must intersect the line
£ : y == d2 with a circle with center PI and radius d. Algebraically, we have

/ ;>-
~l(O.d))

----pi\:.--- ---;; pi'---'--'---'--"'~'

,

Figure 3: Placing two points and one line

x 2 + (y _ dl )2 d2

Y d2

We distingltish three cases:

(i) d < Id2 - dil. The line and the circle are disjoint; there are no rcal
solutions.

(ii) d = [d2 - dij. The line and the circle are tangent; there is one solution,
p, = (0, d,).

(iii) d > Id2 - dil. The line and the circle intersect; there are two distinct
solutions

Three Lines

p,

p,

(Vd' (d,

(-Vd' (d,

d,)',d,)

d,)',d,)

If there are three lines with angle constraints between ead] pair then one of the
constraints must be redundant or contradictory. Technically, we consider tills
case overconstrained because then the constraint values cannot be independently
cbanged.
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2.3 Multiple Solutions and Root Identification

It is well known that a well-constrained geometric ]lrolllem can llave many incon
gruent solutions. Recall that at each construction step we may have to choose
one of several solutions. Different choices may lead to incongruent solutions,
each mathematically satisfying the given constraints.

In order to select a solution at each step, a number of heuristics are applied
that make sense if the sketch with which the geometric problem has been spec
ified is more or less like the intended solution. This is an application-specific
issue that has been considered by us in [2, 1,4]'

We assume that the geometric ]lrolllem has been specified lly a lIser-prepared
sketch. The point-line distances, and the angles between oriented lines are
assumed to be signed quantities. As explained before, all placements have a
unique solution except in two cases, which are solved as follows:

1. The relative placement of three points in a construction step has the same
cyclic ordering in the plane as the ordering of the points in the original
drawing.

2. The relative placement of two points and an oriented line is such that the
inner product of the direction vector of the points and the line is sign
invariant between the original sketch and in the ehosen solution.

The geometric construction first places three geometries in this manner, and
then applies a rigid-body transformation to align the three clusters accordingly.
In particular, placing clusters by the shared geometric elements does not involve
a reflection. We will prove later that no matter in whlch order the clusters aTe
combined, the same set of triples is used to select the geometric solution, and
that this implies congruence.

2.4 Well-constrained, Overconstrained and Underconstrained
Sketches

Each line or point has two degrees of freedom. Each distanee or angle corre
sponds to one equation. If we have no fixed geometries then we expect that

lEI ~ 21V1 - 3, where IVI ~ n

Note that the solution will be a rlgid body with three remaining degrees of
freedom, because the constraints determine only the relative positiOlI of the
geometric elements. We use this argument to define a technical notion of weU
constrained sketches in which no attempt is made to account for the possibility
that for special dimension values an otherwise well-constrained sketch may ha]l
pen to be underconstrained. An example is shown in Figure 4. In the figure,
the vertex P of the quadrilateral has a well-defined position when a + f3 ¥- 900

•
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I'"~--,

,

"
,

,

Figure 4: Degenerate Configuration (right) for 0' + fJ = 90°.

But for ex + f3 = 90° the position of P is not determined. This "semantic"
notion of well-constrained problems is too specific for the constraint graph anal
ysis because there the generic problem of constructing a solution is considered
independent of dimension values.

Intuitively a dimensioned sketch is considered to be well constrained if it
has a finite number of solutions for nondegenerate configurations. Similarly a
dimensioned sketch is considered to be underconstrained if it has an infinite
number of solutions for nondegenerate configurations. Finally a dimensioned
sketch Is considered to be overconstrained if it has no solutions for noudegenerate
configurations.

The intuitive notions above can be made technically precise as follows:
Definition 2.1. A graph with n nodes is structurally overcollslrained if

there is an induced subgraph with m ;:; n nodes and more than 2m - 3 edges.
Definition 2.2. A graph is slmclurally underconstrained if it is not over

constrained, and the number of edges is less than 2n - 3.
Definition 2.3. A graph is structumlly wcll-conslmincd if it is not overcon

strained, and the number of edges is equal to 2n - 3.
For an algorithm to test whether a graph is structurally well-constrained see,

e.g., [6]. Note also that a structurally well-constrained graph can be overcon"
strained in a geometric sense, for example if there are three lines with pairwise
angle constraints.

3 Correctness and Uniqueness

3.1 Problem Formulation

We are given a constraint graph G = (V, E) whose nodes V are the geometric
elements of the sketch, and whose edges E are the constraints between geome
tries. Note that the geometric elements are reduced to points and lines, and the
constraints to those of distance and angle. As explained before, this is no loss
of generality. For now, we restrict to geometric constraint problems in which
no two lines are constrained to be parallel. As explained lat€'f, the restriction
simplifies the correctness proof but is not essential to it.
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We consider sets C whose elements are sets S that in turn have as elements
nodes of G. Each set S is called a cluster. Intuitively, a duster S consists
of geometric elements whose position relative to each other has already been
determined. A cluster thus can be considered a rigid geometric. structure that
has three degrees of freedom, two translational and one rotational.

Inltially, we form a set C G from G. For each edge e = (u,v) in G, there is
a cluster Se = {u,v}. The construction steps that solve the constraint prob
lem correspond to a J"eduction step that merges three clusters whose pairwise
intersection is a singleton. The reduction is denoted by _, where we sometimes
indicate with subscripts which clusters are to be merged.

In this section, we consider clusters as sets and study their structlrre under
reduction. We prove first a weak notion of correctness:

If the constraint graph is well· constrained, then our algorithm re
duces the initial set C G to a singleton, no matter in which order the
reduction steps are applied. That is, the set Cc; and the reduction
- have the Church-Rosser property and are Noetherian; e.g., [9].

Notice, however, that a well-constrained geometric problem has in general sev
eral incongruent solution [1]. We prove therefore a stronger uniqueness theorem
in the next section:

If the constraint graph is well-constrained and our algorithm reduces
the initial set C G to a single cluster using, in the construction phase,
the placement rules given before, then the solutions derived by dif
ferent reduction sequences place a fixed set of triples of geometric
elements in the same relative position.

This result implies that different reduction sequences must produce congruent
solutions.

3.2 Termination and Unique Normal Forms

Given the constraint graph G = (V, E), we consider the set of clusters

Ca = {{u,v} , (u,v) E E}

Cluster sets are rewritten using a reduction _. The reduction _ is formally
defined as follows:

Definition 3.0. Let C be a set of clusters C in which there are three
clusters Sll ,ch, S.1 such that

.), n.), {gd

.), n.)3 {g,}

.)3 n.), {g,}
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Then
c -+ c'

where
c' = (CU is, U S,U S,}) - is"""",}

We will show that the reduction system (Ca, _) has a unique normal form
that is obtained after finitely many reductions.

Definition 3.1. The set C' of clusters is derived form C, if C' can be
obtained l)y applying a sequence T of reductions to C. We denote this by

C--.'" C'

Definition 3.2. A set of clusters C to which _ is not applicable is called
i1'Tedueible. If C can be derived from C', then C is called a normal form of C/.

We will show that the initial cluster set C G obtained from a constraint graph
that is not structurally overconstrained has a unique normal form, and that this
Ilormal form is derived by a finite sequence of reduction steps.

Lemma 3.3. If CG is obtained from a constraint graph with 11 nodes and
e edges, then every reduction sequence T has length less than (e + 1)/2.

Proof: CG has initially e clusters. Each reduction step reduces the number
of clusters by 2. 0

Lemma 3.4. Let G be a constraint graph. If Ca-* C, then the subgraph
that corresponds to a cluster in C is structurally well-constrained.

Proof: The IlToof is by induction on the length of the reduction sequence
deriving C. The induction basis is C = CG and is trivial. For the induction
step, consider the last reduction step which merges three clusters .'11 , .'12 and
/h into a new cluster S. Let Gs be the subgraph of G corresponding to .'1, Ch
the subgraph of G corresponding to Sk, k = 1,2,3. Note that these graphs are
not necessarily induced subgraphs of G, and that the edge sets of the Ch are
disjoint.

Let llj be the number of nodes, Ci the number of edges in the subgraph of
G induced by Si. From the induction hypothesis, Ci = 211; - 3. Since 1.5\ n
.'121= 1.'12 n .'13 1= 1.'13 n .'11 1= 1, S has 11 = 111 + 112 + 113 - 3 vertices. Then
Cl +C2 + C3 = 211 - 3. 0

Lemma 3.5. Let CG-+'" C. If the clusters Sl, /h E C intersect in more
than one node then G is structurally overconstrained.

Proof: Assume ISlnS21 = 7n > 1 and that G1 and G2 are the corresponding
subgraphs. By Lemma 3.4, Cl = 2n1-3 and Cz = 211Z-3. Consider the subgraph
Go induced by .'11 Ut:h. Then Go has no = 111 +112 - m vertices and eo ~ Cl +C2

edges. But Co ~ C1 +cz = 2(111 +n2) - 6> 2no - 3. Therefore, G is structurally
overconstrained. 0

Theorem 3.6. If the original constraint graph is not structurally overcon
strained, then the reduction system (C, _) is Church-Rosser, where C G -+* c.
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Proof: Let C be a set of clusters, C G -Jo. C. Assume there are two
different reductions possible, C --+1 C 1 and C -2 C 2 . It suffices to show that
then C 1 -2 C s and C 2 -1 Cs . The reduction --+1 involves the dusters ,'h 1,

.)12, .)13, and the reduction -2 involves the clusters 8 21 , 822 , .'hs. Several cases
must be distinguished based on how many distinct dusters there are among the
clusters 8ik.

Case (3 clusters): Since there are only three distinct dusters, and since the
reductions are different, there must be two clusters that have more than one
element in common. Thus the constraint graph is overconstrained.

C<U>e (4 clusters): Since each reduction requlres three clistinct dusters, the
cluster not used in the reduction -1 must connect two of the dusters ,'hI, 8 12 , 813

But then C 1 contains two distlnct clusters whose intersection is larger than one
element. Hence the original graph is overconstrained. By symmetry, lIsing -2

similarly certifies an overconstrained.
Case (5 clusters): Let 8 11 = 821 , and assullle that 8 11 n .)12 = {gd and

811 n .)13 = {g2}' Clearly 8 22 and 8 23 intersect 8" in singletons. If .)22 and /h.1
are both disjoint from 8 12 U 8 13 - {g1' g2}, then it is clear that C 1 -2 C3 alld
C 2 --+1 C 3 . But if(822 U823) n (SlZU SIS - {gIlYZ}) =F 0, then C 1 and C 2 must
contain two dusters that share more than one common element, contradicting
that the original is not overCOnstrained.

Case (6 clusters): Since the clusters are all distinct, the reductions """"1 and
--+2 commute. 0

Corollary 3.7. (Normal Form Theorem)
If the constraint graph G is not overconstrained, then the reduction system Cc;
has a unique normal form that is obtained by finitely many reduction steps.

Proof: Immediate from Lemma 3.3 and Theorem ;t5. 0

4 Geometric Uniqueness

We have shown that the reduction sequence, and hence the cluster formation,
cannot interfere with termination or unlqueness of the normal form. But each
reduction implies a geometric construction that places three clusters, by placing
the three associated geometries with respect to each other. Since these con
structions have more than one solution, it is not at all evident whether different
reduction sequences will produce congruent solutions. However, we will show
that this is the case for all graphs that are not structurally overconstrained.

In Section 2.3 we explained that heuristic rules are used to select one among
several possible solutions in each construction step. The three elements whose
relative orientation is preserved correspond to the graph nodes that are the
pairwise intersections of a triple of clusters merged in a reduction step. It turns
out that two different reduction sequences make use of the same set of triples.
By Lemma 3.5, it is clear that in a set of clusters C the same triple of nodes
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cannot be used for two different reductions.
Definition 4.1. Let gIl g2, and g3 be the three geometric elements corre

sponding to the shared nodes when merging the clusters ,)t, ,)2, and .rh. Denot
ing the reduction with p, we call the triadic set

g(p) = {Y',Y',Y3}

the geometry triple of p.
Definition 4.2. Let C be a set of clusters and T he a sequence of rednctions

applied to C. Then the set

Tc(T) ~ {g(p): pET}

is the set of geometry triples, of C under T.

Theorem 4.3. Let G be a constraint graph that is not structurally overcon
strained, and assume that C a -+'" C. Let Tt and T2 be two reduction sequences
that reduce C to normal form C f . Then TC(Tl) = TC(T2).

Proof" By Corollary 3.7, C has a unique normal form Cf. Moreover, it is
clear from Theorem 3.6 that the reduction sequences Tl and T2 must have the
same length. Consequently, the sets TC(7t) and TC(7Z) have equal cardinality.
We proceed by induction on the length of Tt.

Basis: 71 is a single reduction. By Theorem 3.6, 71 = T2, so T C (T1) =
Tc(T,).

Induction Step: Assume that the theorem is true for reduction sequences of
length n, and let ITt I = ITzl = n+ I. Let C a -+- C, C -+TI Cf, and C -+T2 Cf·

Case J: If Tt = 0"'1"t.- and T2 = (TTZ .. , where (T is a sing;le reduction, then the
theorem follows from the induction hypothesis avplied to C' where C -+". C'
and the sequences 7h and 72•. See also Figure 5.

-----"-*~. C

Figure 5: Only one reduction can be applied to C

Case 2: Let 71 = (TTt_ and 72 = PT2., where (T and p are single reductions.
Let C -+q C q and C -+p Cpo By Theorem 3.6, (T and p commute, so there is
a cluster set C' such that

C -+". C q -+p C'

C -+p C p -+". C'

13



yccr~
c: ------"'------. C C ' • C

~C~f
P '1:2*

Figure 6: Two or more reductions applied to C

Let 73 be any sequence that reduces C' to nOTmal form. See also Figure 6.
Applying the induction hypothesis to C.,. and the sequences 71* and PTa, we

have

And applying the illduction hypothesis to C p and the sequences 72.. and CTT:1.

we have

But then
Tc.(r,.) u {g(a)}
TC.(T,J) U {g(a)} U {g(p)}

TC.(T2') u {g(p)}

Tc(T2)

o
Lemma 4.4. Let G be structurally well-constrained. Assume that there

aTe two reduction sequences TteJPT2 and TtpUT2 of CG to tlOrmal form. Then the
solutions constructed by the two sequences are congruent, provided that cluster
placement does not involve reflections.

Proof Assume that
C G --loTI C --I prT C t

C G --Jo Tl C ----)qp C 2

We know that C 1 and C 2 are the same set of geometric elements. We prove
that the corresponding geometric clusters in C 1 and C 2, constructed by per and
by ap, are congruent. From the proof of Theorem 3.6, we only consider the
cases where p and (1' involve five or six clusters. It is clear that in tIle case of six
clusters corresponding geometric clusters of C 1 and C 2 are congruent.

Assume, next, that (1' merges .)11, .5'r.l> and .)13, and that p merges 8 11 ,

8221 and 823 . We may consider 811 fixed, so that (1' and p determine only the
positions of 91 = .5'12 n 813 and 92 = .5'22 n .5'23, followed hy translations and

14



rotations of the geometric clusters of 5'12, 5'13, 5'22, and /h3' Clearly, 91 and
92 are different and are therefore placed independently. By Theorem 4.3, the
placement of 9i is unique. Moreover, the placement of the geometric clusters
of 812 and 5 13 is independent from the placement of the geometric clusters of
822 and 8 23, since 811 is fixed and G is not structurally overcollstrained. Hence
the geometric clusters of C t must be congruent to the corresponding geometric
clusters of C 2 • 0

Theorem 4.5. Let G be well-constrained; then the solutions constructed
by two different reduction sequences leading to normal form are congruent,
provided that cluster placement does llOt involve reflection.

Proof Let the two sequences be 71 and 72. By Theorem 3.G we know that
the two sequences are permutations of each other. The theorem now follows
from Lemma 4.5 by an induction on the number of transpositions of commuting
reductions needed to change 72 into T1' 0

5 Parallel Lines and Implementation Aspects

Two parallel lines form a cluster in CG, Imt geometricaUy the lines do not COll
stitute a rigid body unless the distance between the lines is also known, directly
by a constraint, or indirectly, by the distances of the lines from a common point.
When two IlaraUellines are distance dimensioned, then the two constraints (llar
allelism and distance) should be counted as a single constraint. In this case, the
two lines behave like the structures considered earlier, and it is not difficult to
see that the results of Sections 3 and Theorem 4.3 apply ullchanged.

For clusters containing lines that are only known to lle parallel, the results of
Section 3 apply unchanged since the j:!;eometric properties are nowhere used to
prove the properties of reduction sequences. Furthermore, Theorem 4.3 remains
valid, but the generalization of Theorem 4.fi necessitates special treatment of
the case of parallel lines.

In our implementation [1, 21, sets of parallel lines at lmknown clistance to
each other are specially marked in each cluster. The actual construction fixing
the three shared geometric elements has to account for such lines, and can only
fix two of them at each merge step where the third element is a point. The
implementation also allows overconstrained line sets as long as the angle sum of
each triple of lines is 1800

•

6 Conclusions

The results presented in this paper apply to the basic algorithm explained in
more detail in [1]. Most likely, they can be extended to the algorithm extensions
presented there. Moreover, the techniques we used in our proofs should have
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wider applicability to other algorithms in the literature, especially those based
on graph reductions. See LeIer [7] for some example candidates.
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